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Explore one of the most recognized figures in American history with this biography of
Sacagawea. Kids will learn about her crucial role in the Lewis and Clark expedition and her
influential legacy. The level 3 text provides accessible, yet wide-ranging, information for
independent readers.

About the AuthorKITSON JAZYNKA is an award-winning freelance writer and children's author.
Her work appears regularly in National Geographic Kids, American Girl, and Young Rider
magazine, as well as the Washington Post's KidsPost. In 2011, she worked with the Martin
Luther King, Jr. National Memorial Foundation to write a book called The Making of the
Memorial, a history of the creation of the memorial to Dr. King on the National Mall. Kitson also
contributes to national equestrian and dog magazines including, Dog Fancy, Horse Illustrated,
and Dressage Today. Her picture book, Carrot In My Pocket, was published in 2001. She
currently lives with her family in Washington, D.C.
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Chante Small, “Very educational. We were learning about coins and one of the kids in the class
who is autistic was fascinated with Sacagawea. The book is very educational. We read it and he
wanted to know more.”

kt, “National Geo Sacagawea. Great classroom addition!”

Linda Jo, “Good book!. Good story for nonfiction lovers; about third grade reading level.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great “fact” book!. Perfect book for my daughters 3rd grade school
project!”

M. Hof, “Easy read, authentic. My 3rd grader needed a resource for a "Wax Museum"
presentation and this met the rubric to a T!  Easy read, authentic, great facts and interesting.”

MariaQ, “great. as a teacher I love National Geographic books - my 2nd grader does as well -
and after watching Night at the Museum she wanted to learn nore about Sacagawea - I
immediately turned to these books - GREAT”

Natural Girl, “Great to beginner. Good story - learning history and coin collector”

MMolina, “... about Sacagawea & really helped our child do an excellent job on an important
school essay. This book was filled with lots of important information about Sacagawea & really
helped our child do an excellent job on an important school essay.”

Ri, “Wonderful. My 10 year old liked it very much. It was just a 10 minute read nevertheless very
informative with vibrant pictures.For kids this age this is the right amount of information. Other
detailed book would be suitable for bigger kids.”

The book by Jean Brown Wagoner has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 265 people have provided
feedback.
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